
Jesus Saves! Thank-you for the world so
sweet,

Thank-you for the food we
eat,

Thank-you for the birds that
sing,

Thank-you, God, for
everything!

Instructions:

Cut the bookmark out and fold in half (left to right) along the center line.
  
Glue it so that it stays folded together.  
  
OPTIONAL: cover with clear contact paper so it lasts longer (you could also put a piece of cardboard in
the center before gluing for a sturdier bookmark)
  
OPTIONAL: Poke a hole in the top of the bookmark and tie a colorful string/wool through as a tassle.
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Happy Easter! Happy Easter!

Instructions:

Cut the bookmark out and fold in half (left to right) along the center line.
  
Glue it so that it stays folded together.  
  
OPTIONAL: Cover with clear contact paper so it lasts longer (you could also put a piece of cardboard in
the center before gluing for a sturdier bookmark)
  
OPTIONAL: Poke a hole in the top of the bookmark and tie a string/wool through as a tassle.
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[ PRINT ] [ More Custom Bookmarks ] [ DLTK's HOME ]

[ Greeting Cards ] [ Writing Paper ] [ Gift Tags ] [ Calendars ] [ Birthdays ]

Happy
Easter!

Little Seeds

Little seeds we sow in spring
growing while the robins sing,

give us carrots, peas and beans,
tomatoes, pumpkins, squash and

greens.

And we pick them,
one and all,

through the summer,
through the fall.

Winter comes, then spring,  and
then

little seeds we sow again.

Instructions:

Cut the bookmark out and fold in half (left to right) along the center line.
  
Glue it so that it stays folded together.  
  
OPTIONAL: cover with clear contact paper so it lasts longer (you could also put a piece of cardboard in
the center before gluing for a sturdier bookmark)
  
OPTIONAL: Poke a hole in the top of the bookmark and tie a string/wool through as a tassle.
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